The Signs, They Are A-Changin’

The Corner’s façade is sporting a new look these days. Our signage has been updated to increase visibility – and convey the energetic and youthful vibe inside. The Corner’s buildings may be historic, but our programs and services are totally NOW!
We’re here for youth and want everyone to know! All young people need and deserve excellent health care and support to do well in school and in life. With your help, the Corner Health Center makes sure they get it...because healthy youth are key to a healthy community!

Last year we stepped up our efforts to make the Corner more visible and recognizable. We want to be sure that young people and their families know what we do and where to find us! Our new signage is part of that effort.

With your help, we also completed the move to electronic health records, which offer our patients a better overall health care experience. Electronic records give patients easy and secure online access to view lab results and reminders, schedule appointments and ask questions. This means patients and their families can more fully participate in decisions about their health care.

For our clinicians, electronic records provide quick access to accurate and complete information about a patient’s health, and allows for more efficient coordination of care with other providers.

Health care is a team effort. When providers, patients and their families can communicate with each other effectively and efficiently, everyone benefits!

Adolescence is a difficult journey. For many young men and women, having a doctor or social worker with whom they can talk makes a critical difference in their ability to cope with changes and challenges. The Corner’s integrated physical and mental health care and support programs help young people and their families navigate a successful path to adulthood.

You are part of our team! Because of you, youth in our community find superb health care and positive development opportunities at the Corner Health Center.

With your help, YOUth win!

Ellen J. Clement, MSW, MPH
Executive Director

P.S. Our 2013 Honor Roll of Donors is online at www.cornerhealth.org. Your generosity makes our work possible!
Patient Demographics and Services

1,389 patients treated in FY13

Patient Visits by Practitioner

- MD – Psychiatrist: 286 visits
- MD: 2,900 visits
- Nurse Practitioner: 920 visits
- Registered Nurse: 717 visits
- Mental Health Professional (LMSW): 545 visits
- Midwife: 234 visits

5,602 visits in total for 2013!

Patient Advocacy

Corner staff helped 459 patients apply for insurance; 318 obtained coverage as a result.

459 applied
318 covered
### Use of Clinical Services

**Race**
- Black/African American: 53%
- White/Caucasian: 35%
- Other: 12%

**Gender**
- Male: 26%
- Female: 74%

**Age**
- 0–4 yrs: 16%
- 5–12 yrs: 3%
- 13–15 yrs: 8%
- 16–18 yrs: 20%
- 19–21 yrs: 44%
- 22+ yrs: 9%

**Patient Insurance Coverage**
- Medicaid: 68%
- Self Pay: 16%
- Private Insurance: 16%

### Use of Clinical Services

- General Adolescent Medicine: 4,296 services
- Reproductive Health: 3,730 services
- Obstetrics (Prenatal and Postpartum Care): 2,014 services
- Immunizations: 1,245 services
- Mental Health Services/Counseling (Social Work and Psychiatry): 1,092 services
- STI Testing, Diagnosis and Treatment: 830 services
- Health Education and Risk Reduction: 679 services
- Chronic Disease Management (e.g. Asthma, Diabetes): 214 services
- Substance Abuse Assessment, Diagnosis and Treatment: 38 services

**Total Services in 2013:** 14,138 services
2013 Financial Statement

**Revenues**

- **Investment Income**: $63,441 (3%)
- **Foundation and Other Organization Grants**: $133,839 (6%)
- **Contributed Services**: $431,712 (20%)
- **Government Grants and Contracts**: $444,231 (21%)
- **Investment Income**: $63,441 (3%)
- **Other Income**: $748 (<1%)
- **Fees for Service**: $562,600 (26%)
- **Foundation and Other Organization Grants**: $133,839 (6%)
- **Contributed Services**: $431,712 (20%)
- **Government Grants and Contracts**: $444,231 (21%)
- **Investment Income**: $63,441 (3%)
- **Other Income**: $748 (<1%)
- **Fees for Service**: $562,600 (26%)

**Expenses**

- **Program Services**: $1,861,483 (85%)
- **Management and General**: $228,941 (11%)
- **Development**: $87,885 (4%)

**Total Income**: $2,138,413

**Total Expenses**: $2,178,309

**Change in Net Assets**: ($39,896)

*Includes the generous support of faculty and residents from the University of Michigan Graduate Medical Education Program and St. Joseph Mercy Health System.*

The 2013 fiscal year ran from October 1, 2012 through September 30, 2013.

The Corner received funding in 2012-2013 from the Washtenaw Coordinated Funders, a collaboration of the Office of Community Development (representing the City of Ann Arbor, Washtenaw County and Washtenaw Urban County), the United Way of Washtenaw County and the Ann Arbor Area Community Foundation.
2013 Honor Roll of Donors

We are deeply grateful to the many donors and friends whose philanthropic support makes the Corner’s work possible.

Each year, it takes gifts of all sizes from many caring people to provide excellent health care and support for all of our patients.

Here we recognize those who have made gifts to the Corner from Oct. 1, 2012 through Sept. 30, 2013. Thank you very much for your generosity.

We strive to ensure the accuracy and completeness of this Honor Roll. If you think an error has been made, please contact us at 734.714.2236.

Donors whose names appear in bold are recognized for having made their first gift to the Corner. Welcome to our family of donors!

$50,000+
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan
Harry A and Margaret D Towsley Foundation
United Way of Washtenaw County

$25,000+
Anonymous
Beulah Friedman Charitable Fund

$2,500+
Ann Arbor Thrift Shop - Anne M Hayes Memorial Fund
Ellen Clement and Beau DeLoach
First Congregational Church of Ann Arbor
First Presbyterian Church of Ann Arbor
John and Cathy Johns in memory of Lester Johns

Kiwanis Club of Ann Arbor
Robin and Stanley Mendenhall
John H Romani and Barbara A Anderson
Rotary Club of Ann Arbor
Elaine and Ron Shaw
Ypsilanti Area Community Fund

$1,000+
Afia Inc
Jonathan Ayers MD and Teresa Gallagher
Essel and Menakka Bailey
Lisa and James R Baker MD
Nancy and Eric Bates MD
Jack Billi MD and Sheryl Hirsch MD
Dan Cameron Family Foundation
Paul Courant and Marta Manildi
Martha Darling and Gilbert Omenn MD
De Varti Charitable Trust
Del and Nancy Dunbar
Shon and Daniel Dwyer
Yi-Tsi and Albert Feuerwerker
First Merit Bank
Anne and Paul Glendon
Katherine Gold MD and Gregory McLane in memory of Tavi Alexander
Lee and Paul Harkaway MD in honor of Trinity Health Clinic Integration Team
Timothy Hofer MD and Valerie Kivelson

$5,000+
Altarum
Ann Arbor Area Community Foundation – Next Generation Philanthropists
River City Foundation, Judy and Ken Betz
Kathryn Fessler MD PhD and Rich Fessler MD in memory of David Rosen MD MPH
Galens Medical Society
Paola M Luptak
Coco and Roger Newton
Edward F Redies Foundation
Washtenaw Health Plan

$10,000+
March of Dimes
Network for Good
Margaret Ann Riecker
Eileen and Ronald Weiser
Londa Weisman and Sidney Knafel in honor of David Share MD

Robin and Stanley Mendenhall
John H Romani and Barbara A Anderson
Rotary Club of Ann Arbor
Elaine and Ron Shaw
Ypsilanti Area Community Fund

$100,000+
Community Foundation for Southeast Michigan
Harry A and Margaret D Towsley Foundation
United Way of Washtenaw County

$1,000+
Afia Inc
Jonathan Ayers MD and Teresa Gallagher
Essel and Menakka Bailey
Lisa and James R Baker MD
Nancy and Eric Bates MD
Jack Billi MD and Sheryl Hirsch MD
Dan Cameron Family Foundation
Paul Courant and Marta Manildi
Martha Darling and Gilbert Omenn MD
De Varti Charitable Trust
Del and Nancy Dunbar
Shon and Daniel Dwyer
Yi-Tsi and Albert Feuerwerker
First Merit Bank
Anne and Paul Glendon
Katherine Gold MD and Gregory McLane in memory of Tavi Alexander
Lee and Paul Harkaway MD in honor of Trinity Health Clinic Integration Team
Timothy Hofer MD and Valerie Kivelson
Mary Z and Kent Johnson MDs in honor of Joan Chesler
Judy M Judd in honor of Corner staff and volunteers
Barbara Kessler and Richard Sobie
LaVision
David and Louise Lutton
Sally and Bill Martin

**Gregory Meisner and Gretchen Preston**
The Mosaic Foundation of Peter and Rita Heydon
Roland Neynaber
Pfizer
Jennifer Poteat
Swanna and Alan Saltiel PhD

**Seattle Foundation**
Marie Shaffer
Target Stores
Jayne Thorson PhD
Sally and Cosmas Vandeven MD
Andrea and Douglas Van Houweling
Terri Wilkerson and Jim Lee
Wilkinson Foundation

**$500+**
A2B2 Fund
Ann Arbor State Bank
Anonymous
Tiddy and Rudi Ansbacher MD
Anne K Beaubien and Philip C Berry
Joan Binkow
Michael M Boehnke PhD and Betsy Foxman PhD
Richard A Bowerman MD
Raya and Morton Brown
Bunyan Bryant and Jean Carlberg
Evelyn Burton
Burton Share Management Inc
Constance and James W Cook
Colleen Croxall and Dave Samuels
Nina Cruz
Sandra and Sheldon Danziger
Judy and Steve Dobson
Margaret and John Faulkner MD

**Fidelity Charitable**
Montgomery O Gillard MD
Susan K Glowski and A Galip Ulsoy
Google
Michael Gordon and Candace White
Marla and Jim Gousseff
Ruth and Thomas Green
Naomi and Theodore N Harrison DDS in honor of Carole Rycus

**Tierney Hunt in honor of Mary Hunt Patterson**
Phil Jenkins
Linda and Bob Johnson
Jeanne M Kin
Jean Lawton MD and James Ellis MD
Nancy and Philip Margolis MD
Pat McCune PhD and Ed Stein in memory of Harry McCune
Mary Ann and Terrence McDonald
Meadowlark Fund

**Merck Partnership for Giving**
A Rees Midgley and Jane Wilson Coon
Valerie Mills and Andrew Fanta
David S Mindell
Christine Modey and Barry Fuller MD
Gale Mondry and Bruce Cohen in honor of David and Kate Share

**William Newman**
Pfizer Matching Gifts Program
Al and Louisa Pieper
Elisabeth Quint MD and Ben Van der Pluijm
Charles Reinhart Company
Carole and Mitchell Rycus in honor of Eleanor Anasar
Patricia Saad and Andy Muth
Joel Saper MD
Annette and Peter Schork

**Michael and Linda Schork in honor of Peter Schork**
Ann Sneed Schriber and Thomas J. Schriber
Marguerite and Marshall Shearer MDs
Janet Shermer
Mona Stolz
Thrift Shop Association of Ypsilanti
Jaclynn and Steven Tracy
Thanh Tran
Mary Vardigan
Susan B West
Nancy Wirth and Robertson Davenport
Audrey Wu MD

$250+
Jamie and James Abelson MD
Ann Arbor Area Transportation Association Employees
Ann Arbor Friends Meeting
Anonymous
James Atkinson and Lisa Ferrugia Atkinson dedicated to Josephine Atkinson
Joanne Motino Bailey
Martha and David Bloom MD
Andrew and Karen Brenner MD
Chip Brosius MD and Catherine Roesch
Karen Chapel and Douglas Arenberg
Linda Chatters and Robert Joseph Taylor
Jonathan A Cohn
Amy Cooke MD and James M Cooke
Anne and Howard Cooper
DesignHub
Lisa and Jeffrey Evans
Stefan Fajans MD
William Fennel
Sophie Fierro-Share and Daniel Share
Lucinda M Fleckenstein
Ann Friedman in memory of Myron Levin
Joseph S Gagliardi in memory of George and Elizabeth Nagy
Susan Garetz MD and Matthew Shapiro PhD
Maureen and David Ginsburg MD
John R and Helen K Griffith
Halcyon Foundation
Linda and Steven Harwood MD
James S House PhD and Wendy Fisher House PhD
Joel Howell MD and Linda Samuelson MD
Alan Israel
Matthew T Jane
Edwina Jarrett and Mark Waluzak
Trish Joyce and Steven Slack MD in honor of David and Kate Share
Larry Junck MD and Roberta Duda
Madolyn and Mark Kaminski MD
Webb Keane PhD and Adela Pinch PhD
Kiwanis Club of Ypsilanti
Aileen and Harvey Kleiman
Marcia and John Knapp
Lori Kostoff PharmD in honor of her HVPA Coworkers
Kevin Kubarych
Marshall and Gregory Lambert
Lisa Lewis
Richard Lichtenstein MPH PhD and Gail Ryan MPH
Nancie and Don Loppnow PhD
Barbara and Edward Lynn
Joseph P Mattimoe
Myriam and Richard Meisler
Ayumi Miller
Carmen and Jack Miller
Rita L Mitchell and Edward L Steinman
Eileen Mollen PhD and William Tanoury
Myriam Mondry
Richard Montmorency and Carol Rugg
Kara and Lewis Morgenstern
C S Mott Foundation
Sandra L Noll and Jeff Holden
Kelly A Orringer MD and Jeffrey S Orringer MD
Kirsten and Christopher Parin
James Peggs MD and Margaret Talburtt PhD
Lana and Henry Pollack PhD
Elaine Pomeranz MD and Joel N Bregman PhD
Diana and Robert Richards
Raymond Rion MD
Julie Roesch and Al Metz
James Sansone MD
Ellie and David Shappirio PhD
Ruth Share in honor of David Share
Patricia Shure
John A Shea and Marilyn Warner
Jean Shope PhD and Thomas Shope MD
Rodney Smith
Tracy A Smith
Stanley Black & Decker Inc
The Sterken Family Foundation, Gwynn and Jim Sterken
Catherine and Robert Stone II
Gail and Alan Sugar MD
Rebecca Super
Jack H Tobias  
United Jewish Foundation
United Way for Southeast Michigan  
Barbara Meyer Varani and James Varani PhD  
Judy and Howard Weinblatt MD  
Kathy and Mark Winterhalter  
Patricia Yaeger and Richard Miller  
Elizabeth Young MD and Peter G Hinman

Karen Bunge
Eric Burton and Lois Maharg  
Lee Burton and Roberta Shaw-Reeves  
Cleopatra Howard Caldwell  
Isabelle Carduner  
Karen and Kevin Carney  
Albert C Cattell MD and Catherine Burt  
Mimi Chapman and Dietmar Wagner  
Joan and Mark Chesler  
in memory of Elizabeth Kaufman  
in memory of Mary Hunt Patterson  
in memory of Barbara Weiss  
Debra Christein and Michael Raschke  
Karen and Louis Christensen  
Carol and David Clifford  
Mary Cole

Kenneth and Mary Sue Coleman
Comerica Bank  
Kathleen Culbertson  
Susan Cutler PhD and Jeffrey Fessler PhD  
Douglas Davies and Tobi Hanna-Davies in memory of Walter Davies  
Nancy B Davis  
Rossana DeGrood MD and George DeGrood III Esq  
Elena and Nicholas Delbanco  
Kristine and David Denzin MD in honor of Connie Hoogerland  
Caroline and MacDonald Dick  
Molly H Dobson  
Cathie and James Dries  
Lena Ehrlich PhD and Joshua Ehrlich PhD  
Geoff Eley PhD and Gina Morantz-Sanchez PhD  
Donna and Hal Estry  
Jennifer Fairfield in memory of Brent Fairfield  
Phyllis and Phillip Fellin  
Richard A Fischer Jr  
Anne C Frantz MD  
Marilyn Friedman  
Ann and Bill Furtwangler  
S Joy Gaines  
Enid Galler  
Diane and David J Geherin  
Bob Gillett and Do Garcia MD  
Florence and Marvin Gerber  
Arline Geronimus  
Mary and George Gilligan
Suzanne Goodrich  
Kim L Graham  
Judith Lempert Green PhD  
Louise and Bill Gregory  
Bruce H Hacala  
Caroline and Roger Hackett  
Don Haefner and Cynthia Stewart  
Judith Halloran  
Glenda Haskell and Rick Reichman  
Bob Hauert

$100+
Gloria and Gerald Abrams MD  
Elizabeth and Richard Allen MD  
Mary and Harvey Amoe MD  
Eleanor Anasar and Robert Fulton  
Linda and Thomas Annesley  
Anonymous  
Jennifer Atkins  
Leah and John Atwater MD  
Anne and Dennis Baer  
Bank of Ann Arbor Inc  
Penny and Jim Blodgett  
Shirley Boone  
Ward D Bouwsma  
Josh Buddde  
Sue Budin and John Lloyd  
Erin Buero  
Frances E Bull MD
Rebecca Head and David Stead dedicated to Benjamin and Sally Head
Jane R Heirich
Margene and Greg Henry MD
Deborah and Norman Herbert
Ruth M Heyn MD in honor of Joan Chesler
Friedhelm Hildebrandt MD and Sabine Hildebrandt MD
Thomas and Sandra Hines PhD
Joann and Richard Hirth
Freda Hoekeisma
Carsten Hohnke and Heather DuPuis
Richard V Holcomb in memory of Pauline Holcomb
Robert Holkeboer PhD
Carol Hollenshead and Bruce Wilson
Ronald D Horvath and Glenda Ericson Horvath
David and Therese Hoyle
Ann and Thomas Hunt
Rodney E Hutchinson
Marjorie and Robert Hyde
Integrated Health Associates
IHA Department of OB/GYN
Beth Iris
Barbara Israel and Richard Pipan
Gloria Jackson
Peter Jacobson and Linda Spector
Jewish Cultural Society
Harold Johnson
Terence A Joiner MD in memory of Griselda H Joiner
Lisa and Bradley Judge
Karen K Kairy
Lois and Gordon Kane
Carol Kauffman MD and CW Kauffman
Douglas O Keasal
Mary and David Keren MD
Laura and Asad Khaliany
King of Kings Lutheran Church
Cindy and Lewis Kleinsmith
Elisabeth E Knibbe
Ken and Colleen Kollman
Kathleen and Kenneth Kooskan
Ruth Kraut and Michael Appel
Ralph and Faith Krug
Denise M Laboy
Robert P LaJeunesse and Diana J Bowman
Laurie and Michael Lachance
Anne and Harvey Leo MD
Megan M Mackson
Loren Levy and Steve Mandell
Francine and Michael Lundy
Marjory and K Allin Luther
Dale and Dick Magee
Sheila Marcus MD and Timothy Mervak
Norma K Marshall PhD
Dorothy Martelle
Raymond Maturo and Ann Mulhern
Catherine McLaughlin and Leon Wyszewianski
Catherine and Nelson Meade
Michael and Lucy Miller
Kristine Miller-Pinti MD and Ben Pinti
Thomas and Doris Miree
Gayle Moyer MD and Bruce Moyer
Douglas Mullkoff and Kathy Evaldson
Laura and Barry Nathan MD
Melody and Robert Neely
Jean and Jim Nelson
Cynthia Nicely
Glenina and Michael A Nolte
Bev and Clark Nugent MD
Susan and Clifton Olds honor of Joan Chesler and David Share
Maryclare and Paul Olson
Marge O’Malley in honor of Peter Schork
Francis Pagani MD and Nancy Anastasi
Frances Pinfold Phillips and William Phillips
Janet and Steven Popper MD
Michal and David Porath
Evelyn and Friedrich Port MD
Douglas M Portz MD
Evelyn Poulos in memory of Mary Hunt Patterson
Henry J Prebys
Kirk and Sharon Profit
Kathleen S Quinn
Ara and Beverly Rafaelian
Barbara Reed MD and Philip Zazove MD
Janet and Stan Reedy MD
Pauline Reisner
Kathleen Restrick
Gray and Leah Reynolds
Kim and Bill Rice
Michelle and Timothy Roberts
Kate and Phil Roos
Margaret and Lawrence Root
David S Rosen MD MPH
Elinor and William Rosenberg PhD
Georgiana Sanders MD and W Joseph McCune MD
Trish and Van Sandstrom
Lisa Scheiman
Elizabeth and Peter Schick
Andrea and Paul Schollaert
Jude and Terri Schork in honor of Peter Schork
Penny and Paul Schreiber
Nancy and Dennis Scott in honor of William B Lutz
Julie Seagraves in honor of Corner volunteers and staff
Anne and Thomas Segall in honor of Elly and Harvey Falt’s 50th Wedding Anniversary
Harriet Selin
Dana and David Serlin MD in honor of David Share MD
Shalom Community Church Outreach Service
Ruth Shantz
Kate Jones Share and David Share MD
Joan Sheard and Mynna Yeake
Kenneth R Silk MD and Joan Margeson
Carol and Michael Simon
Elaine and Robert Sims
**Marcus L Sims**
Lynn Sipher and Scott Mann
Bela Sipos
Barbara Furin Sloat
Marie and Timothy Slottow
Jody and Joe Slowins
A F Smith Electric Inc
Doris and Lawrence Sperling
Ann and David Staiger
Lynn E Stern and Neal W Persky MD in honor of David Share MD
**Eric Straka and Gianna Lete** in honor of David and Kate Share
**Jonathon Sugar MD**
Ann and Morris Taber
Sandy Talbott and Mark Lindley MD
Villabeth and William Taylor
Carol and Jim Teener
Madeline and Steven Thiry MD
John Topliss PhD
Esther Ullman and Morley Witus
Mary and Maris Vinovskis
Karen Wallis
Joseph Walters
Kenneth and Pat Warner
Robin and Harvey Wax
Susan and Neal Weinberg MD in honor of Kathy Fessler MD and Karen Brenner MD
Jacki and David Weisman in memory of Raoul Weisman MD
Lyndon Welch
Tracey D Wentz MD
Nannette White
Marina and Robert Whitman
Cynthia and Roy Wilbanks
Angela and Charles Williams
Christa and John Williams
Dorothy and Brent Williams MD
John and Teri Williams
Mary Wilson
Ellen Wilt
Sandra Wray-McAfee
Alon Yaffe and Lisa Inoue
Susan and Leonard Zimmerman MD

**Up to $100**
Raquel and Bernard Agranoff MD
Joseph Albright
Alpha Delta Kappa, Beta Zeta Chapter
Ann R Alvarez PhD
**John Angyan**
**Mary Claire and William Anhut**
Anonymous
**Matt Anton**
Patricia and Eric A Appleberry DDS
Jill and Robert Arcure
Paddy Ann Ash in memory of Barb Delprato
Shirley and Don Axon
Catherine Bach and Brian Hazlett
Julia Huttar Bailey and Richard W Bailey
Brenda Baker
James K Baker
Rochelle Balkam and James Owens
Theanne and Peter Ballios
Pat Bantle
Rose Marie Barhydt
Ruth M Barnard PhD
Helen and Philip Barnes in memory of Mary Whiting
Andrew R Barnosky MD
John Barr Jr
Marlene and John Barr in memory of John Dawson
Dorothy Bauer
Pat and John Baxter
Janis Beard
Henry Belden in honor of Peter Schork
Aaron Belman-Wells
John Benci
Linda and Karlan Bender
Kira Berman and Sean Stidd
Carol and Andreas Blakita
Diane and Sarr Blumson
Janet and Robert Bower
Karen L Bright

Ann Broderick
Jennifer and Hershal Brown
June and Donald Brown

Betty Brown-Chappell
Mary and Bill Browning
Trudy and Jonathan Bulkley
Bill Burgard and Tracey Stewart
Jean Burns
Mary J Burton
Suzanne Butch
Pamela Byrnes and Kent Brown
Kathleen Canning and Hubert Rast
Paula Caproni
Sally Ann and Ronald Carpinella PhD
Rita and Vincent Caruso
Jane and James Cather PhD

Donna Champine MD
Chelsea Milling Co
Catherine Christen
Toby Citrin and Phyllis C Blumenfeld
Gary A Clark
Beverly Clement
Andrew Ciuley
Kristen Anne Conover
Kathy and Angelos Constantiinides DO
Sue Contratto and Tom Weisskopf
Kathryn Coon
Jim Crowfoot and Ruth Carey

Jan and Carey Culbertson
Martha and Thomas Daniels
Toni Deas
Marguerite Delhey
Michelle Donnelly in honor of Peter Schork
Richard and Jane Dorr MD
Constance J Doyle MD
Karna and Timothy Doyle
Marcia Lou and Ralph Dresch
Sheri and William Dufek
Jean and Tom DuRussel Weston
Kathleen Dvorak
Barbara and Herb Eagle
Patti Eaton
John and Katherine Edgren
David Egeler
Linda and Andrew Eggan
Judith Elkin
Ann Epstein
E Margaret Evans and Henry Buchtel
Daniel and Tina Ezekiel
Elly and Harvey Falit MD
Maryann Flynn Fardig

Carol Fast
Sheila Feld
First Presbyterian Church of Ypsilanti, Presbyterian Women
Carol and Mitch Fleischer
Kathleen Foštık Stroud
Linda and Peter Forster
David Friedman
**Randi Friedman**
Diana M Fritts and John Comfort
Wm Anthony Gaines *in honor of Joy Gaines*
Rita Gaines-Elliott
Clare Meyer Galed *in memory of Suzanne M Meyer*
Harriet Gales
Janet Gilbert *in memory of Alwyn Hughes*
Anne and Bruno Giordani PhD
Katie Glupker
GoodSearch
Anitra and Jesse E Gordon
Kathy and Nick Gordon
**Karen Gottschalk in honor of Aaron Belman-Wells**
Mary and Daniel Gray
Benoyd Green
Susan Greenberg
Daphne and Raymond Grew PhD
Pam and Robert Guenzel
Jo Ellin Guterman and Robert Levy
**Paul Guttman**
Kate Guzman
Monroe and Daryl Hafter
**Rita Halasz**
**Diane and Tom Hamel**
Annie and Gary Hannan
Joanne Jane Hansen
**Ann and Doug Hanton**
Mimi Harris
Jan and David Hartmann *in honor of Ozone House*
Robert Hauste
Jean and Victor Hawthorne MD
Douglas Heidman
Prudence Heikkenen
Stephen Herrell and Heidi Cowing Herrell
Leon Hieber and Mary Jo O’Hotzke *in memory of Nadine Hieber*
Hiller’s Markets
Ann and Milton Hoefle
Steven and Sabine E Holda
Nina and Michael Home
**Deborah and Mitchell Horwitz in honor of Talia Horwitz**
Joan Hutchinson
**David W Hutton**
Eileen and Saul Hymans
Tom and Judith A Ivacko MD
Karen and Paul Izenberg MD
Tammey Jackson-Anglin
Jennifer and Samuel Jalet
Toby and Srinika Jayarathne
Linda Jeffries and David Brawn
Mildred and John Jellema
Leslie and Barry Johnson
Susan and Stewo Julius MD
Bonnie Kay and Tom Robins MD
Sally and David Kennedy
**Sharon and Landis Keyes**
Susan Kheder and Frank A Smith MD
Arlynn King
Costas Kleanthous MD
**Christopher Kochmanski**
Martha Kransdorf
Marcia A and Robert La Haie
Sandra Lacey *in memory of Frank Murphy*
Ladies’ Literary Club
Lisa Ladin
Paul Lalinsky
Sarah and Seymour Lampert
Lucy Nelson and Kenneth Langa
Jodie and Jerold Lax
Lisa Lemble
Janice and Andrew Lieberman
**Jessica and Brad Lieberman**
Lucy Ligget
Karen Lind and Henry Wellman
Gerald Linderman
Kathleen Longo MD and James Mattimore MD *in memory of Paola Valsania MD*
Sally Lunn and Bob Krzewinski
Patrice Lyons
Theresa B MacLean
**Carolyn and Terence Madden**
Lynn Malinoff EdD and Herb Malinoff MD
Kathryn and Delbert Martin
Marjorie and David Mastie
Mark and Beth McClure
Jill McDonough and Greg Merriman
Catherine and David McDowell
Martie and Phil McDowell
Larry McMahon and Jane Severson
Joseph M Meadows Jr MD
Brady Mikusko and Ernest Young
Angie and Dick Miller
Susan R Miller and Allen Batteau
Megan Masson Minock and Jason Minock
Lori and Richard Moizio
Susan and Palmer Morrel-Samuels
Marion Morris
Ruth Moscow-Cohen and Robert Cohen
Neil E Mueller
Cathy and Michael Muha
Carmelita Mullins
Tammy Nader
Danyelle Nelson
Nancy Nelson and Richard Hughes in honor of Andrew Sugerman and Gayle Rosen
Zibby and Robert Oenal MD
Gail Onufer in honor of Christine Doyle
Melanie and Joe Parin
Lori A Partin
Michael Parin
Pat Parin
Jeanne Paul and Tom Nicely
Martine Perreault and Tim Chupp
Nelly and Frank Petrock
Eunice Phillips
Reshma Jagsi MD and John Pottow
Ethel Potts
Roberta Price
Mike Quigley
Roz and Jerome Rabow PhD
Ellen and Steve Ramsburgh MD
Nancy and Russell Reed
Anne and Frederick Remley
Geneva and Utus Rhodes
Helen and Jim Richards
Dawn and Terry Riddle
Sophia and Nooraldeen Ridha
Terry and Jan Rishoi
Annie Robinson
Marilyn and Robert Robinson
Jon Roeske
Valerie and Victor Rosenberg
Brian Rosewarne
Marlene Ross
Geraldine and David Rutledge
Carolyn and John Sampselle
Rosemary Sarri
Lisa and Howard Saulles
Abigail Schlaff dedicated to Beth Barclay
Michael and Anne Schork in honor of Peter Schork
Ann Watkins-Schreiber and Emanuel Schreiber
Amy and David Schulz
Melissa Schuster and Timothy Donohue
Darlene Scott
Marilyn Scott
Thomas A and Anne Segall
Martha Seger
Kent Sheets
Ingrid and Clifford Sheldon
Sharon Sheldon
Sylvia Sherba
Nancy Shiffler
Sarah Brachman Shoup and David Shoup
Alma Wheeler Smith
Elizabeth D and and John E Sprague in honor of Harvey and Mary Amoe
Gloria Stapp
Gari Stein and Ira Lax
Elizabeth Stone MD and Richard M Theile
Peri and Matthew Stone-Palmquist
Simone Strong
Mary Strouss
Elizabeth A Stumbo MD Stephan F Taylor
Charlotte Sundelson
Martha R and Susan I Seger Foundation
James Swingle
Jennifer Marie Symanns
Jewell Taylor
Denise A Thal and David M Scobey, PhD
Mary Tillinghast
Margaret Trapp in memory of Ronald Trapp
Truist
Fredda and Paul Unangst
Phyllis Valentine
Suzanne and Carl Van Appledorn MD
Nancy Vettorello and Kincaid C Brown
Camille Vozar
Mary and Kim Waldo
Malinda and James Waltz

**Robert Weber**
Linda K Weiner
Gale and John Whittier-Ferguson
Beth and Bob Wilkinson
Judy Williston and Elaine Found

**Susan Wilson**
Jeffrey Withey PhD

**David Wolber**
Phyllis Wolters
Carolyn and Stewart Work
Terri Wright
Ann and Karl Zinn
Daneen Zureich
Ruth and Andrew Zweifler MD

---

**In-Kind Contributions**

*The following donors made in kind donations of goods or services.*

Ann Arbor Area Transportation Authority
American Red Cross
Ancra International
Anonymous

**AppEcon**

Carole Bach
Beezy’s Café

**Brian and Jennifer Bennett**

Christina Berggren
Christine and Matthew Doyle
Debbie Doyle

**EMU Downing Hall**

Susan and Russell Fedewa
First Presbyterian Church of Ypsilanti
First United Methodist Church of Ypsilanti
Food Gatherers

**Teri Grieb**

Hands All Around Quilt Group
Edwina Jarrett

**Jodi Johnson**

Ladies’ Literary Club
Deb and Mark Lisull
Meijer

**Inge and David Miller**

Rebecca Murphy

---

Gail Onufer

**Probility Physical Therapy**

Jamie Raupp

Mindy and Arthur Soclof
St. Clare Episcopal Church – Ann Arbor
St. Joseph Catholic Church – Dexter
Kathleen Thomson
Connie Toth
United Way of Washtenaw County
Sarah Whitby
Connie Witt